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Four component electromagnetic fields and electrodynamics
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Abstract. Dirac-Maxwell equations with magnetic monopoles are generalized to elec-

tromagnetic fieMs by introducing fourth components to the fields and their solutions are
obtained. The formalism is presented into tensor, dyonic as well as quaternionic forms and
conservation theorems for the field energy and momenta are obtained involving the new
contribution from the mutual interaction of the fields and currents. The generation of the
standard modes TE, TM and TEM of EM waves is also obtained in the formalism.
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1. Introduction

The study o f classical (Maxwellian) electrodynamics (MED) and q u a n t u m electrodynamics (QED) reveals the following points:
(i) MED directly deals with the measurable electric E and magnetic H fields.
(ii) E and H satisfy second order differential equation (wave equation).
(iii) E, H and propagation vector k form an orthogonal triad in e m p t y space
absence o f source).

(iv)

E=-Vtp--~-

tgA

and

(i.e.

H=VxA.

(1)

are the solutions of the following pair of Maxwelrs equations (c = 1 everywhere)

V'H=0,

VxE=---

dH
t~t

(2)

(v) These solutions are supposed to satisfy the other pair

V.E=p, VxH=j+--

~E

~t

(3)
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i.e. A and ~p satisfy
=-j

[]<p+

V" A + -~-

= --p

(4)

a2
O=V2---

~t 2

(vi) Equation (4) can be simplified in two ways.
(a) Lorentz condition
V'A+~-

= 0.

(5)

The potentials A~ = (A, iq~) (Lorentzian potentials) obeying this condition satisfy
the wave equation
OAu = - j u

(6)

This is referred to as the second order form of MaxweU's equations.
(b) Coulomb condition (gauge)
v-A = 0

(7)

Such (Coulombian) potentials satisfy the equations
I-1A- ~(V~0) = - j .

and

(8)
V2q~ = - p

The advantage of this gauge is that the scalar potential ~ogiven by Laplace's equation
vanishes in empty space and the electric field E becomes parallel to A.
(vii) The transverse nature of EM fields is clearly evident in Maxwell's equations in
empty space irrespective of any condition on the potentials A~. In other words
Lorentzian condition or any other condition on Au is not required to make E, H and k
to form an orthogonal triad.
(viii) QED on the other hand deals with the potentials A~ and not directly with E and H.
Equation (6) is treated as the electromagnetic field equation in QED and two types of
Lagrangian densities are constructed from A~.

-~1 =

~A~ ~A.
~x~ ~x~

(9)

and

(lo)
where
f~ = t3Au
~x,

t3A,
~x~

(10a)
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.Wt and .W2 give the same field equation (6) provided A~ in ~ 2 is subjected to Lorentz
condition (5).
These points bring out the following important conclusions:
(a) Maxwelrs equations directly dealing with E and H themselves decide about the
transverse nature of polarization of EM waves and the assistance of any conditions on
A# is not needed.
(b) QED with the Le1 gives (6) without the Lorentz condition.
(c) MEn becomes QED when -Y2 is adapted since f~ gives the solution of MaxweU's
equations with A~ subjected to the Lorentz condition.
From these conclusions we draw the possibility of the existence of two types of
potentials A, both of which satisfy (6):
(i) Type one: A~ without Lorentz condition
(non-Lorentzian Aj, = N L - A~)
(ii) Type two: A# obeying Lorentz condition
(Lorentzian A~ = L - Av)
Thus for N L - A# the Lagrangian density will be given by La~ (equation (9)) while
L - Av requires the Lagrangian density -Y2 (equation (10)). So far N L - A~ remained
ignored since they cannot provide solutions to Maxwell's equations without Lorentz
gauge.
The above analysis remains valid even if the existence of magnetic monopoles is
added to Maxwelrs equations. There now exist two magnetic potentials N L - B, and
L - B,. These provide the following solutions (Ferrari 1978; Cabibbo and Ferrari 1969;
Epistein 1967).
E = -Vq~---~- - V x B

(11)
0B

H = V x A--~--VBo
of the Dirac-Maxwell (DM) equations
-%

V'E = pc, V ' H = pm
VxE=

dH
63t

dE
J=' V x H = - ~ - + j e

/

J

(12)

Here Au is the electric four potential arising from electric charge density pe and
B~ = (B, iBo) is the magnetic four potential arising from the magnetic charge density
pro, je and ]" are respectively the electric and magnetic current densities.
If the existence o f N L - (A~, B~) is admitted then we have to make the formulation of
the EMfield equations directly dealing with E and H like the DMequations. This is done
in § 2. Our formalism shows that N L - A~ and N L - B ~ generate four component
electric and magnetic fields E~ = (E, lEo) and H~ = (H, iHo) which satisfy the same DM
equations (12) with additional terms for Eo and H 0 having the same solutions (11) for E
and H. There exist two types of scalar components corresponding to each of the Eo and
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Ho which are respectively given by

aA#

E o=_+~x-~

and

H o=_+

dB s
dx r

(13)

Thus Eo is determined purely by Ar and so it is the electric scalar field and this
approves N L - A r as the electric four potential. Similarly Ho is the magnetic scalar field
and implies N L - B r to be magnetic four potential. When Eo and Ho vanish, As and B s
both satisfy Lorentz condition and become L - As and L - B s thereby reproducing the
standard DM equations. This new formalism can, therefore, be treated as the
generalization of the v~-equations.
Section 3 deals with the tensor formulation of the generalized DM theory. The Gvra
formulation has been found to be very convenient to put it into dyonic form in a simple
and elegant way. This is given in 94. Likewise, this formalism has been easily
represented in the quaternionic form in § 5. The investigation of the energies and
momenta possessed by the GDMfields and of their conservation theorems is made in § 6.
There exist three kinds of energy-momenta possessed by the ODM fields. Two of these
give the energy momenta contributed by the fields E r and H s individually while the
third one corresponds to the energy-momentum contributed because of the mutual
interaction of E r and H r. Such a mutual interaction is absent in the standard DM-theory
in empty space. The generation of various modes of EMwaves such as "rE,TM and TEM is
given in § 7 and important conclusions are given in § 8.

2. Four component electromagnetic field equations
The total number of unknown components of E r ffi (E, iEo) and H r ffi (H, iHo) is eight
and so we need eight equations to determine them. Maxwelrs equations (and also vMequations with monopoles) provide eight equations. These, however, do not involve E o
and H o. Hence their generalization by introducing the terms for E o and H o will give the
proper set of differential equations for E r and H w Taking E r = (E, i21Eo) and
H r = (H, i22Ho), 21, 22 = + 1 and c = 1 we generalize the DM-equations (Ferrari 1978)
as follows.
c~E
= je
V x H - -~- - 2 1 V E o
(14)
dH
= _j,,
V x E + ~ + 22VHo

V'E-dr~l~ = pe
aHo = p,,
V'H+22--~-

(15)

J

These equations (GDM-equations) now involve all the quantities in the four vector
form: 0r =

( V,0 -)~

..

, electric (e) and magnetic (m) currents by j .

= (je.m, i f , m )

and fields E r and H r. This was not so with the Maxwell and the OM equations.
Equations (14) and (15) thus possess the dimensional symmetry in fields, space-time and
current densities.
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Solutions

If A~,'m = (Ae'% i~oe'm)are the electric and magnetic four potentials then (14) and (15)
possess the following solutions
~ A ,~
H = V x M ......
~t

Vtp ~

tOM

E = -V xA m---v~o

~

Ot

Ho = ~.2~,A~'. Eo = 210,A~.

1

(16)

(17)

Equations (16) are the solutions of DM-equations (Ferrari 1978; Cabibbo and Ferrari
1962; Epistein 1967) while (17) is the additional one.
When E o and Ho are neglected, (14)and (15) reduce to the standard DM-equations
and hence they give the proper generalization.
2.2

Second order differential equations

The four potentials A~'m satisfy the wave equations (6). This follows from (14)-(17).
DA~'" = - j ~ ' "

(18)

It is remarkable to note here that to satisfy equation (18) A~"m are not required to
obey any conditions such as Lorentz conditions or Coulomb conditions. Hence they
are free from any conditions. From (14) and (15) we obtain the following equations
satisfied by E~ and H.
QH

~jm

--- - v x y + - ~ -

+vp m

0j e

]

(19)

DE -- Vxjm+-~+Vo~
"3

I-lEo = - ~ x ~ j ~ , ~

(20)

J
The occurrence of E o and H o made the Lorentz and Coulomb conditions disappear.
Similarly they seem to make the equations of continuity (conservation of charges)
disappear unless they have the plane wave solutions.

exp(ik, x,) ~
H o = H(0) exp (ik~x~)
J
E o = E(0)

(21)

E(0) and H ((3) are the constant amplitudes.

3. Tensor form o f GDM equations

We can very easily express the ODM equations (14) and (15) and their solutions in the
tensor or covariant form as follows.
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Field equations:
(22)

j .~ = O~,H. - O~H. + ie..~# O~ E#
j~k = Jij,

(23)

j T = --ij,~k

p~ = ~E~.

p" =c~H~

(24)

Solutions:
Fu~ = OuA~ - O~A~ + ieu,,#c3,A 7

(25)

H k = Fij,

(26)

E k = - iFak

E o =,;tlOuA~,

H o = 22t)ua 7

(27)

Wave equations:
UIF.v = - (O.j{ - OO~,+ teu~.pO.ja )
•

[-']Eo=-21O~,j~,

(28)

'm

•Ill

[~Ho=-220~,j~ ,

(29)

where e.~.a is the fully antisymmetric symbol (Levi-Civita density) and/~, v, ~t, fl = 1,
2,3,4.
We can introduce the comma notation for differentiation e.9.
O~H~ = Hv,, etc.

(30)

and rewrite equations (22) to (29) as follows
J~.v = - (H~,.v - n~.~, + ieu~,,aE,.#)

(31)

pe = E#.,.

(32)

p" = Hr. .

F~,~ = - (A~u.. - A~.~, + i~u,,,aA,,".# )
m

E o = 2xA~.u.
•e

H o = 22Au. u
.,

I~Eo=-21j~.,.

•

-m

I'-IHo=-)-2Ju".,

(33)
(34)
(35)

(36)

Equations (25) or (33) are the same as the Cabibbo-Ferrari tensor (Ferrari 1978;
Cabibbo and Ferrari 1967; Mignani and Recami 1975. 1976) which can also be
compared with the Mignani-Recami tensor (1975. 1976). who considered tachyon
charges as magnetic charges.
4. Dyonic form of GDM equations

The GDMequations (14) to (17) can be converted into a set of two equations for complex
EM fields. In the same way other sets can be converted. For this purpose we define the
following dyonic complex quantities similar to Rajput et al (1982, 1983).
Dyonic electromagnetic field four vector
f nu = H~, + iE~,

(37)

Dyon four current:
-J~

q~

(38)
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Dyon four potential:
(39)

V ~ = A~ - iA~

where
f~ = (f, ifo), fo = ~.2Ho+ iAlEo

(40)

Then from equations (14) to (29) we get the following dyonic equations
j~=

t~fj~ -- Ojf ~i - O,*f ~k + Okf 4

j~=

- ( f i . j - f j . i +fk.,* --f4.k)

(41)

or
d

d

d

a

(41a)

j,~ = t~,f~ =f~.~

(42)

f~ = (~ivd--(~jVdi -[-~4v d--~k V d

(43)

or

f~

d
= - ( V di,j- Vd.~+ V d4,k-- V k,4)

f~, = - 0~, V a = _ V a~,,"
D f ~ = -- ((~,jd _

~jjd) _

(43a)
(44)

(~4jd + (~kJl

(45)

or

[]fk~ = J"a
i,j

- - J "a
j, i - - J k"d
, 4 + J 4"a
,k
"d

(45a)
(46)

In the dyonic formulation of the DM-electrodynamics Rajput et al (1982, 1983)
consider ~ = E - iH which can be related to our field dyon vector ff as
f~ = i ~

(47)

All other dyons are identical. The scalar field dyon f~ is additional in our formalism
because of the generalization of E ~ E. and H --* H.. The advantage of this additional
dyon component is that the dyonic equations (41) to (46) are expressible in the very
simple and elegant quaternionic form which we give in the following section.

5. Dyonic quaternions and quaternionie form of dyon equations
We define the following quaternion for a dyon q~:
q = q~e~, = (qd, q~)

(48)

We may differ in this definition in one way or the other from the definitions used by
Singh (1981, 1982), Rajput et al (1982, 1983), Dattoli and Mignani (1978), Synge (1972)
and Imaeda (1976).
The quaternion units e~ possess the following algebra
e~ev+ e,e~ = 26~,e4
eiej = ~i~ + gijkek
e4e i=

i

(49)

_eie 4 = e i

The conjugate quaternion is defined as

q--(q, -q,)

(50)
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The complex conjugate of q is defined as
q* = (q*, iq~)

(51)

and the hermitian conjugate is defined as
qt = (q,, q,) = (q*, _ iq,d)

(52)

The product of two quaternions a and b is
a b = (a x b + a 4 b - a b 4 , a~,bu)

(53)

Now we have the following quaternions in our formalism
= (V,&O, f = (fa, f~)
j = (j",jf,),

v = (v ", v",)

J

(54)

We then have the simplest quaternionic form of equations (41) to (46) as
field equations:
df = J

(55)

solutions:
f= 0V
Second order differential equations:
o ( o r ) = -(OOlV = s

0(3]) = - (oo)f= os

(56)

)

(57)

Since there are two types of E~ and H. for 2~, ;tz = _+ 1, we have in our formalism
four types of field quaternions satisfying (55) to (57). (Hereafter we shall drop the
superscript d in the dyon quantities).
f+ = (f, ifo+)

(58)

f- = (f, ifo-)

(59)

f+ = (f, - i f o + )

(60)

f - = (f, - if0- )

(61)

fo± = Ho +__iEo

(62)

and
where

6. Energy-momenta of the fields f~, and their conservation theorems

We consider the dyonic equations o f f u to evaluate the energy and momentum densities
associated with the GOM-fields. We construct four equations from (37) and (38) as
follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Scalar product of (37) with f*
Scalar product of the complex conjugated equation (41) with f
Multiplication of (42) with f * and
Multiplication of the complex conjugated equation (42) with f4.
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When these four equations thus obtained are combined together we get the following
conservation theorem for field energy and momentum ( = energy divided by c)
d
V'Sl + -~ Sto = F~ (jeu, j'~, E~,,H~,)

(63)

where S~ is the momentum density vector, S~o is the energy density and F1 is a function
of the fields and currents:
i
Sl = ~ (f x f* + f f * - f'f4)

(64)

S~°

(65)

x l f . f , + ¢J O¢J, ~O ]

-~- 2 I

Fx = ~ (J*" f - J "ff +Jof~ -J~fo)

(66)

Expressing the quantities in (64) to (66) in terms of their real and imaginary parts we get
SI = E x H + 2 t E o E + 2 2 H O H
Sxo = ½(E 2 + H 2 + E2o+ H2)

]
I

(67)

F1 = - (je,,E,, + j T H , , )

Thus S~ in (67) is the generalization of the standard Poynting vector and so are the
other quantities.
We still obtain two more energy momentum densities. Taking scalar product of (41)
with fand multiplying (42) by f4 and combining these two resulting equations we get the
following conservation theorem.

v. (ifo f) +
Equating real and imaginary parts we get two conservation theorems.
~ S 2o = F2
V'S2 + ~-~

(69)

V ' S 3 + ~d S 3o=F3

(70)

where
$2 = 2 2 H ° H - ~'IE°E

1

S2o = ½ (n 2 - E 2 + n o~ - E°~) I
F2 = jeuE~-j~ H ~

(71)

S3 = ~.IEoH+~.2HoE "~
$3o = E • H + 2122E°H° I

(72)

Inspection of (67), (71) and (72) reveals the following points•
(i) Eu and H~ have self energies and momenta. $1 and $1o give the sum total of these
while $2 and $2o give their differences. Thus the self energies and momenta of Eu and H~
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are given by
Sg = ½(S 1 - 8 2 ) = ½E x H+AIEoE
So~ = ½ ( S 1 o - S 2 o ) = I2(E 2 +Eo)
2

SH = ½(SI +$2) = ½E x H +22Ho H
SOH -~- ½(Slo + $2o ) = ½ (H 2 + H~)
Fn = ½ (F, + F2) = -j'~Hu

t

(73)

t

(74)

(ii)The quantities S3, $3o and F a (equation (72)) arise because of the mutual
interaction of the fields Eu and H~ and the currents. Such an interaction does not occur
in the standard OM-theory in empty space. This is the important achievement of our
GDMtheory. Thus the interaction energy-momentum and the function F are given by
Sin t = $3,

SOlnt = $3o , "~

Fin t = F 3

3

(75)

(iii) The electromagnetic quanta described by E# and H# thus receive contribution to
their energy and momentum from the individual quantities of the fields and from their
mutual interaction. The net momentum energy density and the function F for such
quanta can therefore be considered to be given by
S T---S£+ Sn+sln t

I

SOT = SOE + SOIl+ SoInt

(76)

F r = F~ + F n + Fint
Substituting (72), (73) and (74) into (76) we get
Sr = ExH+(AIEo+22Ho)(E+H) ]
S0r = ½[(E + H) 2 + (2,Eo + ,~2Ho) 2 ]
FT

= -- (flu+J'~)(Eu +

(77)

Hu)

The quantitiesin (77)are equivalent to those contributed by the totalfour vectors of
fieldsand currents defined as

M, = E, + H, "~
d~, = j e +j,~

(78)

J

Then (77) can be written as
St--- E × M + M o M
Sot = ½(M2 + M2o)

]
(79)

F r = - J~M~

where

Mo = 2xEo + 22Ho

(79a)

The conservation theorem for Sr and Sot is then
V-(E x M + M o M ) + ~[½(M2 +Mo2)] +J~Mu = 0

(80)
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The four vectorial addition of fields and currents as defined in (78) could be allowed
because of the possible mutual interaction of the fields and currents.

7. Generation of TEM, TE and TM waves

Here we generate the standard modes (TEM,TE and TM) of EM waves from the GDM
waves. For this purpose we consider (14) and (15) in empty space (i.e.j~ = O,j~ = O)
with the plane wave solutions
E~, = e~,E(O)exp(ik~,x~,), H~, = h~,H(O)exp(ik~,x~,)

(81)

where e~ and h~ are the polarization four vectors of E, and Hu respectively and
k, = (k, iko) is their propogation four vector. The CDM equations then become
k x H + k0E - 21 kEo = 0

(82)

k x E-koH+A2kH o = 0

(83)

k . E - 21 koE o = 0

(84)

k- H - 22k0H o = 0

(85)

In TEM mode E, H and k form an orthogonal triad. This mode can satisfy equations
(82) to (85) if E o and Ho are both zero. Such modes can be constructed from the field
quaternions f+ and f+ or from f_ and f_ equations (58) to (62) as follows:
frEM = ½(f+ +f+) = ½(f- + f - )

(86)

This is equivalent to putting

f, =
i.e.
and

E o = 210uA ~ = 0
Ho = 220~B~ = 0

}
(87)

which means imposing of the Lorentz conditions on both At and Bu. The GDM theory is
thus able to explain the need of the Lorentz conditions for the TEMmodes. Such need is
not explicit in the D~ equations is empty space.
In TE mode E is perpendicular to the plane of k and H i.e. E" H = 0 and E" k = 0 but
H" k ~ 0. Such a mode satisfies the set of equations (82) to (85) if E o = 0. This can be
equivalently generated from f+ and f_ as follows
fTE = ½(f+ + f - )

(88)

This is equivalent to putting Eo = 0 or imposing the Lorentz condition on Au only.
Likewise xM modes require Lorentz condition on Bu and they can be constructed from
f+ and f_.
fxM = ½(f+ + f - )

(89)

8. Conclusions

The above formalism of the four component electrodynamics shows that the
occurrence of the fourth scalar components of the EM fields removes the difficulties of
~-6
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presenting field equations into simple dyonic and quaternionic forms. The potentials
involved in the field solutions of this theory are not required to obey the Lorentz
condition or any other conditions. Since d,A, and t~Bu are invariant under Lorentz
transformations the scalar components Eo and Ho are Lorentz invariant quantities.
The EM waves generated by the four component fields E, and Hu have transverse as well
as longitudinal components of polarization even in the empty space.
The interesting feature of this formalism is that the energy momentum of the EM
wave receives contribution from the mutual interaction of the associated fields in
addition to their individual contribution. The fourth scalar components of the fields are
therefore responsible for exploring the mutual interaction of the fields associated with
EM-waves. This is the reason why in the standard DMtheory in empty space the mutual
interaction of the fields remained absent.
When the scalar components Eo and Ho are accepted to exist the polarization and
spin of EMwaves are to be reviewed. The idea of generating the various modes from the
four component fields may throw light on the constitution of the photon itself. These
reports will appear separately.
OM theory reproduces in the absence of charges transverse E and H fields which are
well experienced. Our theory, however, produces four component fields propagating
with the velocity of light in the absence of charges and the fourth components produce
longitudinal polarization. Such a field may be referred to as the tetral field T (or
tetron--when quantized). Photons are usually observed to possess low energy of the
order of few MeV and below. One has to see whether very high energy photons if
produced by DM-theory remain transversely polarized; if not then tetrons can be
supposed to exist at very high energy.
While searching for the answer to this question the author came across Ohmura's
(1956) old letters to the editor who for analysing the stability of the electron also
introduced fourth components to the E and H fields. He interpreted that these
components provided strong cohesive forces so as to maintain the stability of the
electron charge distributed over its finite surface. He has also claimed that these
longitudinal components are emitted only by electrons possessing very high energy-more than 100 MeV.
One characteristic of the tetrons which Ohmura missed is that they possess spin ½like
electrons and neutrinos (proof elsewhere). Further, though they are massless they are
not neutrinos since the latter are two component fields. As such the tetrons are
completely different from photons and neutrinos. Their role can be assumed to provide
short range and strong cohesive forces for binding particles and nuclei, e.g. we can take
p = n + T , n = nOT, d = n p = ~°~z+T2, at = n n p p = 7t2n2
o + T4 etc. Thus protons are n +
mesons dressed with the tetron field T, neutrons are n o mesons dressed with T, etc.
Likewise nuclei are the assemblies of n + and n ° mesons embedded in the T-field. This
model does not need the exchange of pions between neutrons and protons as per
Yukawa for producing nuclear forces since the latter are provided by the T-field. The
T-field can have various strengths depending upon the nuclear systems. In the unstable
sytems it can be rather weaker to give allowance for decay and fission.
The last point now is: why such tetrons are not yet observed at all? The reason may be
that if some part of the T-field becomes free it immediately annihilates with its antifield
(f, -f4) thereby producing a photon (TEM-spin 1). Quantum field theoretical studies of
tetrons can develop properly their role in particle physics.
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